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The algebraic mind: Integrating connectionism and cognitive science. By GARYF.
MARCUS.Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2001. Pp. 208. $27.95.
Reviewed by IRISBERENT,Florida Atlantic University
How do speakersproducenew linguistic forms?Generativeaccountsattributethe productivity
of language to the grammar.Although these theories greatly differ on their specific accountsof
the grammar,they all sharethe assumptionthatthe grammar,the home of linguisticproductivity,
is a distinct aspect of linguistic knowledge that is separatefrom and irreducibleto the lexicon.
With the rise of connectionism, however, this basic assumptionhas been the subject of fierce
debatein the psychological literature.Connectionismis a computationalframeworkthatcaptures
knowledge in terms of the activationpatternsin a networkof interconnectednodes. There are
now hundredsof connectionistmodels thatexhibit some degree of linguisticproductivitydespite
havingno separategrammaticalcomponent.The challenge thatthese networkspresentto linguistic researchcannot be underestimated:If linguistic knowledge could be capturedin terms of the
statisticalpropertiesof lexical entries,then the notionof grammarwould become all but obsolete.
Does a theory of language need a grammar?Marcus's book is a unique, remarkableachievement that is bound to reshape the discussion on this question. M's argumentbegins not with
grammarbut with symbol manipulation.As M explains, symbolic accounts of cognition share
three assumptions.First, the mind operates on variables-abstract placeholderssuch as nouns
and verbs, akin to algebraic variables (e.g. X). Second, the mind representsthe constituents
structure of variables (e.g. recursion, X - XY). Third, the mind distinguishes between types
(e.g. 'mouse') and individuals ('Mickey'). Linguistic rules, principles, and constraints are special
cases of symbolic processes-algebraic
operations whose semantic output is determined by the
constituent structure of mental variables. For grammars to exist, the mind must have the capacity

to performsymbolic operations.
In his book, M identifies numerousareas of cognition, including language, that implicate a
symbolic architecture. He demonstrates that the success of connectionist models in these domains
critically depends on their maintenance of the symbolic tenets. The most powerful of those
analyses is the discussion of relations between variables in Ch. 3. It is this discussion that offers

a principledcomputationalexplanationas to why grammaticalgeneralizationsare irreducibleto
the propertiesof lexical instances.
Key to the ability of symbolic architectures to generalize is their operation over variables-abstract placeholders such as noun and verb. The incorporation of variables crucially determines

the scope of generalizations.Because symbolic operationsappeal to variables (e.g. noun), not
instances (e.g. house, dog, etc.), they can be extended to any new instance, regardless of its
properties,its familiarity, or similarity to known instances. For instance, because the English
past tense rule concatenatesthe variablesverbstemand suffix (Pinker 1999), it can apply to both
familiar(e.g. flip) and novel (e.g. plip) stems. The representationof variablesand the operation
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over variables,however, is not necessaryfor generalization.Numerousconnectionistmodels can
generalizewithoutrepresentingvariablesor incorporatingoperationsover variables.Proponents
of such networks claim that generalizations 'emerge' in connectionist models that are not
equippedwith mechanismsfor operatingover variablesprior to training.
The implicationsof such findingscruciallydependon what,precisely,such 'emergent'generalizations really are-a pivotal question that has not been fully articulatedin the connectionist
literature.In one view, such systems learn the ability to operate over variables, an ability with
which symbolic architecturesare innately (i.e. in advanceof any training)equipped.Such emergence would not challenge the observationalor descriptiveadequacyof symbolic operationsin
general or grammarsin particularas the scope of generalizationsin these two architecturesis
indistinguishable.Such emergentgeneralizations,if they existed, however, would question the
explanatoryadequacy of symbolic systems, namely, the hypothesis that the ability to operate
over variablesmust be innately specified. The innatenessof operationson variablesshould not
be equatedwith the innatenessof specific grammaticalprinciplesor constraints:The innateness
of the symbolic machineryis not sufficient argumentfor the innatenessof any specific linguistic
principle or constraint.But if operationsover variables, the core of many linguistic principles
and constraints,were learnablefrom experience with lexical instances, then the very notion of
the grammaras an autonomouscomputationalsystem would be obsolete.
Most discussions of connectionism(e.g. Rumelhart& McClelland 1986), however, appearto
have adopteda ratherdifferentview of 'emergence'.In thatview, traininga connectionistnetwork
does not lead to the acquisitionof operationsover variables.What the system acquires,instead,
is knowledge concerning the statistical propertiesof training instances-the items on which
the network is trained.Although such statistical knowledge supportsgeneralizations,they are
fundamentallydistinctfrom symbolic generalizations.Ratherthan operatingover variables(e.g.
verbstem),generalizationsare formed by analogizing to similar familiarinstances (e.g. plipped
is formed by analogy to flipped). This subtle distinction is significant:If human behavior may
be capturedby generalizationsthat do not manipulatemental variables,then symbolic models
could offer only a gross characterizationof knowledge, an account that, upon closer scrutiny,is
bound to reveal inconsistencies with human behavior. Grammars,then, are not mental organs-they aremerely gross descriptionsdevoid of both observationalandexplanatoryadequacy
as accounts of linguistic generalizations.
The adequacy of grammarsthus critically depends on a precise assessment of the scope of
linguistic generalizationsand their learnability,two crucial questions that have not been clearly
articulatedin existing research.M's analysisis an importantleap aheadon bothfronts.M proposes
to define the scope of generalizationsrelative to a model's trainingspace-the representational
space of instances (or instance features)on which a model is trained.For example, for a model
that encodes place of articulationand is trainedon the labial b, a new labial (e.g. m) may fall
within its trainingspace, but a coronal (e.g. t) falls outside it, as the coronal node received no
relevant training. M unveils a principled limitation in the ability of a large class of popular
connectionistnetworksto extendsuch generalizations.While these systems can interpolategeneralizationsto novel items withintheirtrainingspace, they areincapableof extrapolatinggeneralizations to novel items that fall outside the trainingspace. This limitation,a problem M traces to
the learning algorithmsused in standardconnectionist networks, prevents these systems from
capturinghuman behavior. Unlike these networks, people can extend generalizationsbeyond
their trainingspace. M supportsthis conclusion by a detailed analysis of two case studies that
have been each subjectto an amplebehavioraland computationalinvestigation:linguistic inflection and reduplicationin an artificial language (for a demonstrationin a naturallanguage, see
Berent et al. 2002). M's review of 30 connectionist networks in these areas suggests that the
ability of such models to capturehuman behavior crucially depends on the implementationof
variables:Models thatareinnatelyequippedwith operationsover variablescan generalizebeyond
the trainingspace, those that are not-can't.
The implicationsof these conclusions are far reaching.Generalizationto novel items has long
been consideredcritical for a model's observationaladequacy.M's analysis, however, suggests
that this may be too coarse of a test of a model's behavior as the ability of many popular
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connectionist networks to generalize varies markedlydepending on the position of test items
relative to their representationalspace. The adequacy of the grammar,then, cannot be simply
evaluatedby generalizationsto novel instances. Instead,one must consider their type: within or
outside the trainingspace. The notion of the trainingspace thus offers a methodologicalyardstick
that allows one to test more precisely the observational adequacy of linguistic theories and
connectionistmodels againsthumanbehavior.M's analysis also promises to bring some significant progressto the debate regardingthe natureof mental architecture.His discovery of a class
of generalizationsthat falls exclusively within the scope of symbolic models renderssymbolic
accounts, including grammars,far more readily falsifiable. Finally, M's work advances our
understandingof the explanatoryadequacyof generativegrammars.Generativegrammarsassume
operationsover variables at their core. It is only if operationsover variables are not learnable
from the statisticalpropertiesof linguistic instances that grammarscould correspondto autonomous mental organs, independentfrom the lexicon. M's argumentthat the ability to perform
operationsover variables is not itself learnablefrom experience thus greatly reduces the class
of possible explanationsfor the acquisitionof grammars.
So, does a theory of language need a grammar?M certainly argues that it needs an innate
symbolic computationalsystem that is distinct from the lexicon. Such a system, he argues, is
also adaptivefrom an evolutionarystandpointand is biologically plausible. Whetherthis innate
computationalsystem is language-specific is a crucial question that falls beyond the scope of
M's analysis. But, regardless of whether grammarsare partly innate, M gives good reason to
believe that the machineryof symbol manipulationat theircore may well be. Is he rightto argue
so? As is evident from the dozens of connectionist networks designed to challenge his claims
(challenges he reviews and refutes),M's conclusions are not universallyaccepted.This is hardly
surprisinggiven the profound implications of his claims. As with any other major scientific
theory, however, the significance of his contributionrests on the proposal of a more precise,
falsifiable hypothesis regardinga major scientific question, not the truthfulnessof his claims. I
can think of few other questions that are more fundamentalto cognitive science andjust as few
analyses whose significance approachesthat of M's delightful essay.
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Political discourse in transition in Europe 1989-1991. Ed. by PAUL A. CHILTON,
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272.
Reviewed

by ALI EMINOV, Wayne State College

This volume was inspired by a conference on political discourse held in Moscow in 1989,
two weeks before the Berlin wall was torndown. Over the next two years the communistregimes
in EasternEuropeand the formerSoviet Union, along with the institutionsassociatedwith them,

